**Name**

STABL Energy is the name of the company. It is pronounced like the English words "stable" and "energy". The word "STABL" is always capitalized. When describing our company use STABL Energy. When describing our products, use only the prefix STABL, for example "the STABL inverter" or "the STABL office".

Good: STABL Energy

Not so good: Stabl Energy, Stable Energy, STABL ENERGY, stabl energy, stabl ENERGY, stabl Energy.

---

**Logo**

- black on white
- white on black
- white on lilac

---

**Clear space**

Adequate clear space should be maintained on all sides of the STABL brand to the height of the letter "S".
Please don’t

```
S T A B L
```

Colors

- lilac: #230046
- orange: #fc573c
- grey: #efefef
- violet: #4f00aa
- black: #000000
- white: #ffffff
- yellow: #fbe832
- dark grey: #4f4f4f
- apple green: #82b407
- purple: #9c37ff